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/I. ORGANIZATION 
I. ORGANIZATION OF WORK 
Placé and daté of the session ••"' ; ' 
The sixth session of the Cbmtniti^e 'of 'High-Level' •'Government Experts'CEGAN) 
was held at Uhited Nations Headquarters, New York, on 6 December 1982, in accordance 
with the provisions of resolution 419 (PLÉN.14) adopted by the CEPAL Committee of 
the Whole at its fourteenth session, as well as resolutions 422 (XIX) and 425 (XIX), 
adopted at the nineteenth session of the Commission, which established'that CEGAN 
should meet at least once à year to revieW and appraise the: implementation of the 
new International Development Strategy (IDS) and the Regional Programme of Action. 
.:..-;' • '-"• Attendance */ ... . ". . '... •../.\>:J.-;.:..:,..'. 
Government everts from 25 member States of the Commission attended the • ' 
session: Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, .Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Cuba, Dominican Republic^ Ecia&tv^ ÊC^ aïwâcfor.,..Guàtàiiai'a^ ':ifiuyaria, Jamaica, Mexico, 
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, St. Lucia, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay 
and Venezuela. ,'" ''. '': V;' ''J - 1 • * •'••* " - - i 
A representative of an associated State, the Netherlands Antilles, also 
attended. ' "/ ' ' ;/r: " 
Also present at the session were representatives of the Uhited Nations 
Development Programme and the Technical Co-operation Department. 
A representative of the Latin American Economic SyStem (SELA) also attended. 
Election of Officers • 
At the first meeting, the participants 'elected the following Officers: 
Chairman: Luis King (Ecuador) . ' . >. 
Vice-chairman;; Carmen Moreno de Del Çueto (México) 
Second Vice-chairman ^ Maureen , Stephenson (Jamaica) . .. . 
Rapporteur: Policarpo Arce (Colombia). 
. :. Agenda. . 
1. Election of Officers ! (i 
2. Adoption of the agenda 
3. Development problems ofi-the countries of the region and the Regional 
Programmeof Action for the implementation of the International Development 
Strate gy; • 
(i) Examination of the development problems faced by the region, especially 
in connection with the effects and, repercussions of. the world economic 
crisis, and- •••,.....• 
(ii) Action to be taken to tackle these problems and promote the economic 
and social development of the region. 
4. Future programme of work of CEGAN. 
*/ See;the list of participants in the Annex. 
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II. SUMMARY OF THE DEBATE 
The Executive Secretary of'the Commission and other Secretariat officials, 
representatives and, everts from the governments and from the Secretariat of SELA 
made statements to the Committee. The Committee also had before it the documsnt 
entitled "Latin American development problems and the world economic crisis" jV 
prepared by the Secretariat especially for this session. 
Many delegations expressed their satisfaction with the written and oral 
contributions made by the Secretariat. 
The debate is summarized following the order in which the subjects were 
considered by the Committee. 
Development problems of the countries of the region and the Regional Programme of 
Action for the implementation of the International Development Strategy (item 3 
of the agenda) 
-, 1* ; Latin America on the threshold of the 1980s 
Latin America reached the threshold of the 1980s with reasonable prospects 
for growth and economic transformation during the decade. Despite the existence 
of global and sectoral economic problems, the growth it had achieved over the last 
thirty years had led to a vision of a new Latin America, whose production' capacity 
had multiplied sixfold, whose per capita income was over US$ 2 000 and whose 
accumulation capacity had risen steadily, thus allowing for a substantial increase 
-from 17 to 25%- of the investment coefficient. 
Import substitution and industrial exports had been the two great moving 
forces of development. 
Social transformation had been characterized by the establishment of a more 
urban society, the increased dynamism and restructuring of the forces of production, 
the improvement of health and education indexes * and a longer life expectancy at 
birth. At the same time, there was a clear contrast between élite and middle-level 
groups, which adopted consumption patterns similar to those of the developed 
countries, and a third part of the population, which lived in poverty. Research on 
the distribution of income among the wealthier and poorer groups of the Latin 
American population show that 10% of the population received 47% of total income, 
whereas the less favoured 40% received only 8% of the income* ...Unemployment, 
including both open unemployment and underemployment, represented the equivalent 
of one-fourth of the work force. 
External economic relations had at thè same time undergone a profound 
transformation. Exports amounted to nearly US$ 100 billion and the region had 
access to the international private financial markets. The new international 
insertion had alsó facilitated a great deployment of technology. 
External trade had some features that made it different from that of previous 
periods. For one thing, the structure of exports changed as a result of. the rapid 
growth of the share of manufactures, which came to one^-fourth of total exports. 
*/ E/CEPAL/CEGAN 6/L.2. 
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In addition, the geographical orientation of exports was changing; although 
two-thirds continued to be sent to traditional markets, the remaining third was 
sent to the Latin. American countries, the socialist ¿ountries and the other 
developing, countries of Africa and the Middle East., Trade with these latter 
countries has grown considerably and shows.great potential. 
The third feature was the accelerated growth of the physical volume of 
exports, which was maintained even at times when the world economy was weak or in 
crisis. From 1975 to 1981, exports grew at a rate of around 9% per year, as a 
result of production, fiscal, financial and political measures adopted by the 
countries. 
, 2. The crisis and its repercussions on. Latin America 
During the biennium 1981-1982, the situation and the prospects changed 
suddenly as a result of the recession, in the world economy. At the beginning of 
the 1980s, it had seemed possible to deal successfully with the main obstacles to 
development. The changes in external trade and the region's incorporation into 
the international financial market during the second half of the 1970s had led to 
the belief that the external limitations on growth had been eliminated. It had 
seemed that, if proper use was made of the potential for production, the new 
external relations and the human resources transformed by this potential, it would 
be possible to accelerate growth and at the same time to overcome social problems 
by bringing about profound changes. 
The structural crisis of the capitalist system ^ cannot be easily explained. 
Many causes are given,, incltiding the .fall of profits, the impact of energy prices 
on growth, the'decline of productivity and technological obsolescence. Aside from 
structural considerations, there is a consensus t° the effect that the serious 
economic uncertainty of the present is standing in the way of recovery. Three 
elements feed this, uncertainty; (a) the exhaustion of the dynamic fo'rces that had 
been moving thesystem, leading to massive unemployment; (b) the enormous 
differences. among the different, countries as regards productivity , which has led 
to ^unbearable competition; . and ( c) the financial syndrome. 
If the crisis is viewed in the context of macroeconomic policy, it becomes 
apparent that there has been a lack of response to traditional stimuli. The 
financial system had. been, moving away from the Bretton Woods arrangements since 
the late 1960s., This/trend was accentuated when the recycling of foreign exchange 
began as a result of the new situation with regard to fuels; the application of 
monetarist solutions, ,the rise in interest rates and the crisis of the banks led 
to the current .situation. Nonetheless, the serious effect of this situation has 
been attenuated by.increased social tolerance, a phenomenon which is difficult to 
project. ..,.,.... j, 
This panorama is projected dramatically onto the"economies of Latin America. 
According to preliminary figures for 1982, the per capita product will drop in 
virtually all the market-economy countries of the region; the disequilibrium in the 
balance of payments. amounts to US$ 40 billion; external indebtedness has doubled 
over the last few years and now amounts to nearly US$ 300 billion, largely 
concentrated in.a few countries where devaluations sometimes take place one after 




The enorTOôm'ihdèibtedhêss of the region has: béètt"%i":'fiiridaiiiental factor in the 
crisis. In part it allowed for; the. growth of the economy û'vër! th'ë-laôt 10 years-» : ,• 
but it was used fb£ Very^ dxffërent' pîirposes. 7 In sbfte^ fc'aSes , it delayed adjustments 
to the new 'situation as regards energyrin'others^iH: --Wàë:;uèed- tô' 'finance 'domestic 
investments, an outflow of capital or domestic coiisiiftiptibn of'imported duTable-
goods. Not all: induire dines s was' due to similar Cause's but 'in most cases it-became 
a factor; that wàs difficult' tó handle bècaûseVf cïrëumëtahcès' -that were beyond the 
control of the' countries. ' 1 * * ' . 
Although some countries succeeded1 in adapting their economies to the new 
situation, e.g., to the need to reduce fuel imports, by the end of the 1970s the 
service of the debt was formidable and absorbed a large part of the income produced 
by exports. At the' beginning--of the. 1980s, tìie defibit bk'XMrrent account amounted 
to US$ HO billion, in 1981, the service of the external debt was equivalent to 
7% of the product and to 50% of exports. In 1982, 30% of the value of exports 
went to ;Se^viding interest payments on the foreign debt. ' At the same time, the 
Latih/.j^rft^;'^^^^^ bëeiî ,de1»tóoratin'g'by's<»toptói^ on 'with that of the ' 
other : and"has been losing grOuhd as regards' medium- and 
long-tep'm vcrëdit.; ' Moreover, the problem has'been 'ag^avate'd by' the international . , 
recessipn because of the iWc^ of adequate international support and the withdrawal; 
of fmancihg flows, with the corresponding negative consequences. 
" ' Thé recurrence: of external problems has brought with it a décline of the ' 
pro'dudt, ' a reduction of investments, negative social effects y a payments crisis, 
and the deterioration of Latin American business. ; "•' 
Within the framework of"the world recession, the fundamental problems 
underlying the current external trade situation of Latin America are also becoming, 
mo re'serious. In the first placé, with respect to basic commodities, it should be 
noted tkat/the most critical problem is'that throughout the region prices have 
dropped to almost unprecedented levels. There is no easy solution to this situatior 
The UNCTÀD Integrated Programme on Commodities has not made any progress nor does -
it have the number of ; ratifications -reqiiired for it to enter into force;'the 
agreements on coiraftodities have not been successful either. The trend towards 
increased processing of basic commodities has beeri hindered to a large extent by 
the customs scaling policies adopted'by the developed countries. ' 
As regards manufacturés, the main problem is still the difficulty of access • 
to the' markets of developed countries; this situation has now taken on new and more 
serious characteristics- arç'dT'has 'led to 'great uncertainty regarding the possibility-
of penetration in those 'markets in future.' The recent multi-fibre agreemënt is-a 
clear example of this concern. ' "" v.-. ; :.-. •:•„•." o :, 
Anon g the, new. protectionist mâchanisms another element thâthas a negative 
effect on'trade'should be added: the recent increase of political pressures ëxertéd 
through trade. Indeed, the developed countries have adopted coercive measures . 
against comtries of the' region, thus going'against the élénientazy principles of 
trade. / .•.-> c-.:.-.:. • - - : •:,-:;-.?-,•.---.'• 
Protectionism and the changes in the rules of trade, seen for example in the 
application by the-'developed countries Of the most-favòuré donation clause, make i t 
difficult to plan investments and. foster the trend towards"'bilateralism. 
The .'fin'ànçiaî ':aid '•'¿'ôiçmércial problems have led to ra: heavy deficit on the 
region's balancé^bf-payments1 current account. The steady- deterioration of the 
terms of trade of the non-oil-eporting countries, the increase in external interest 
rates and. the strong'and sustained growth of international private financial markets 
are partly responsible for this situation. 
/For the 
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For the above reasons, the external debt of the region has reached the high 
levels mentioned previously. The reduction of the external flow of capital and 
the high service of the debt weaken one of the mechanisms that had been 
used to foster growth, seriously compromising the future development of the 
region. 
In view of this situation, the Latin American economies have tried to adjust 
their external accounts and have had to adopt recessive policies. In view of 
international circumstances, however, it is desirable that the cost of such an 
adjustment not be too high in terms of domestic activity. Therefore, most of the 
adjustment must be achieved through financing on adequate terms; this could be 
decreased gradually as the domestic efforts to increase national savings bear fruit. 
3.' : Prospects and possible solutions for Latin America 
(a) The structural nature of the crisis and the long-term projects ,.-
The seriousness and scope of the current crisis should not lead the region 
to losé perspective regarding its long-term needs and potential. -In this regard, 
the International Development Strategy and the Regional" Programme of Action are 
still valuable tools. 
The objectives and goals set forth therein still provide a valid approach to 
the problems of the region. The sharp contrast between goals-and achievements only 
underlines the seriousness of the situation and prevents the crisis from being 
viewed as a temporary;'èonjunctural one, as if once it were overcome, things would 
again be as they were in 1980. Moreover, in the Regional Programme of Action for 
Latin America during thé 1980s, adopted at Montevideo, it had already been notéd . 
that the prospects for the 1980s did not give evidence of sufficiently dynamic 
factors to spontaneously change the nature of the process. It" was also pointed out 
that the problems would tend to become aggravátéd and to groW.; ~ '••'; 
In view of the structural'nátúre of the problems, a, long-term view must be " 
taken to the solution''of the crisis, since the application ;óf'short-term criteria 
has led to a succession of conjunctural crises. Unless measures of a different 
type are taken, the le ve'l of in deb te dnes s, the détérioration of the terms of trade 
and protectionism, ¿mong other factors, could lead to an increasing deterioration 
of the; situation.- ' : •'-.>'•":• •-n ' 
During this crisis period, the industrialized economies have -been undergoing 
structural transformations that will significantly alter the international scene 
by the end of this period. Events seem to indicate that a third industrial 
revolution is undervray and there is no question that it will have an impact on 
the region. The region must foresee the consequences of these changes and take 
them into account ir. its Iong-term stí-átegiëá for trárisfbrming production. 
Assessments of compcirative advantages mùst • be revi ewed in the light of these new 
developments, without losing sight of the"effect which thé protectionist policies 
of the developed countries will'have on them. 
It is also important to bear in mind that the new high-technology industries 
can become even mor«: important factors of domination unless the Latin American 
countries address ti.ems elves to this threat and find innovative solutions, such as 
joint ventures and others, which'can create a basis for participating in this 
significant technological movement. 
/Despite these 
Despite;-these .problems., and despite the fact that the developed .countries are 
undergoing profound transformations, there are reasons to be optimistic over the 
long term, since the very elasticity of the situation- generates new opportunities 
that should be/Used:-to-advantage. I t is important to foresee trends and to prepare 
strategies that wil l be effective in the world that wil l be the product of the 
current transition^period; moreover., i t is important to remember that, historically, 
the Latin American countries have shown their capacity to forge ahead in. diff icult 
circvmistanceS. 
It is also necessary to point out that the region is going through a time of 
scarce liquidity but < that by virtue of its resources and capacity for productive 
mobilization,/there can be no doubt of its medium- and long-term solvency. 
(b) The role of CEGAN. and UW.CTAD: VI 
At the institutional level, CEGAN pl^rs ah important role as the forum for the 
continuing review and .appraisal: ¡of ;the international Development. Strategy , the 
practical r e s u l t s ~ o f i n order that'the region may 
adjust to .-the current ¡crisis and to the even more difficult situations: that will be 
arising in future. In:this regard, CEGAN should.be a tool for the strengthening of 
Latin American co-operation and integration, so that the region -can trust/in its«." 
collective self-reliance,: a concept which must, not be: Confused;with -thef concept of 
autarchy. In this respect, ^ specific programmes Should herdrawn up and joiftibefforts 
be made in priority areas, such as the developnent of expensive new technologies: 
which will nonetheless lead to. a technological- revolution of which Latin America 
must be a part. •. „t. -' f 
The forthcoming meeting of the United Nations .Conference on Trade and .. 
Development, (UNCTA-D VI). will provide a good opportunity to: review the,problems .-.: 
pertaining to external relations, translate general principles into more fruitful 
solutions than those .given in.the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) . 
and. better respond both to the,, interests of Latin, America and to the need to check 
the trend towards-excessive: protectionism. 
(c) Domestic efforts 
In order to achieve growth in future, it will be necessary to re-examine the 
elements which have moved it so far, i.e., import substitution and the export Of . 
manufactures and non-traditional goods.. It has now. become necessary to, think of a 
new combination .of effective measures that can be applie d:,both internally.:andi .:. - r -
externally. In particular, the importance of domestic efforts and regional? - i 1 
co-operation }nust be revalued; :.-...-.. v;s:v-'v: .:' 
, - Despite the external difficulties, it is importantnot- to lose si$it of the .• 
common long-term objective of achievinga more just and equitable society. Hence 
the need, first of all,,.to. review domestic efforts., as it is in this area that 
the countries have relatively .more manoeuvring room.: ¡- • ;: . • 
It seems necessary to put greater emphasis, on the concept of integral 
development set forth in the.Regional Programme, of Action, especially now'that the 
indicators show an increase: in unemployment and a fall in real wages. :.-, 
Policies must be followed which .will not add new distortions to the external 
factors. Thus, for example, domestic savings must be, increased instead of 
consumption, particularly in view of the difficulties encountered.in obtaining 
external savings. In this regard, it will be important to avoid a repetition of 
/what happened 
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what happened in some Latin American countries,. where the increase in external 
savings went hand in hand with a decline in domestic savings and hence th,e level of 
investments was below the potential. .. 
• - Fundamentally, domestic policies should not pursue a single objective without 
being, supported by-a single instrument. Thus, for. example, policies :regarding . 
reserves, tariffs .and exchange rates must be combined in order to have an effect 
not only on the external- sector but on domestic production as well. !In this respect, 
the policies followed must pay particular attention to the productiye sector and 
the established entrepreneurial structure, since these are achievements that have-
been attained through great effort and..must be preserved. i- v-
. The Latin American countries have put underway programmes aimed at dealing 
with the crisis. These programmes must take into account the social cost, involved 
and particularly the possibilities for regional co-operation. 
(d) Regional co-operation and co-operation with other developing areas 
The seriousness of the international situation is greatly encouraging regional 
co-operation. ' -/. • 
The policy of reviewing and reappraising the integration process-offers 
promising prospects. The difficulties that have been encountered in-the integration 
process may be seen in a different perspective when compared with current problems. 
If to ,th.is is added the magnitude of the Latin American market and the. many forms 
of co-operation that are being developed between, public and private ..enterprises and 
official agencies, the conclusion will be reached that a strong new impetus can 
and should be given to regional co-operation and to the integration process. 
Flexible solutions can facilitate negotiations-and bilateral and multilateral 
types of co-operation can be combined. -Even though it is only in an incipient stage, 
the preference, system pf the, Latin,;.AiBerican; Integration Association (ALADI) could 
provide a promising beginning,; for greater development in the future. Likewise, 
improvement of existing' mechanisms for payments, reconciliation of balances and 
reciprocal loans.could provide a solid foundation for the development of multi-
lateral arrangements. • • ~ 
In addition, innovative forms of co-operation between public and private 
enterprises must be sought; in this connection, there are precedents which, although 
not always sufficiently known, provide.starting points for building co-operation 
on real rather than -theoretical bases. There are also precedents of co-operation 
in the area, of technology, joint investments,: marketing arrangements, joint, 
production and others; likewise, there are. good,¡opportunities for integration for 
production and exports in mining, c„apital goods, transport, engineering services 
and industries based on agriculture.. 
Willingness to co-operate will thus be extended to many aspects of production, 
foreign trade and external financing. In this: respect, the differences among 
countries must he borne in ipind; for the larger countries, commercial measures may 
be sufficient, whereas the smaller countries need,., in addition, other types of 
measures involving technology, industry, production, finance, etc., inasmuch as. 
they do not have the; necessary structures, tortake• advantage of commercial 
opportunities without ¡further support.. . ->».-.,- :; •.- • 
Another immediate objective which is complementary to this is that of 
preventing trade wars from reaching Latin.- America. Protection measures must be 
unlinked so that they do not affect imports and exports from the region and so . , 
that the countries may protect these important dynamic elements of their own. 
/The situation 
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The ,situât: on has also led to new impetus an d, breadth, being..given to. the idea 
of regional econ mic security. • - •,•.: r:\ 
On the req îest of the Latin American Council, the Permanent Secretariat of 
SELA has begun, t 3 draw up a regional economic security strategy that would allow the 
countries of the region to have, concrete security, mechanism?.- in the., j areas. ..of, food, 
energy, financii g of economic growth, payments, external trade and technological 
development. , T'iere is a need for increased co-operation within the region, and,to,thii 
end practical measures must be taken,in;connection with the traditional sectprs in 
which Latin America is particularly vulnerable, such as;financing, trade technology, 
food, transport, communications, insxirance and,reinsurance... . 
The promotion of, trade between Latin. America and other developing areas is 
another, field which .offers many,possibilities., Although such, trade now only 
represents 4% of total trade,,, it,is growing .rapidly and has aroused great interest, 
among the Latin American countries, as shown by the recent meeting between ŒPÀL and 
the Ec onomic., Commis si on ; for Afriç.a (ECA) „..held at., Addis... Ababa. ,..;V 
(e) International co-operation 
The. possibilities. for., international. co-operation that are most importait to 
the region at this time, are those-pertaining. to the. solution, of financial problems. 
Unfortunately^ contrary to the forecasts ;of the late. 1970s, the region .did.not 
achieve -in respect of its external relations- the greater autonomy of decision-, 
making that it sought. ' It, .still ¡lacks^ tfce. capacity . to. influence .the most important 
decisions, affecting, the internation:ai..economy. Accès?... to' official finan.ç4^ g[is:.; 
becoming incréasingly. difficult. In ^ e ^ a s t few years, the., developed countries ~u. . 
have reduced their official dévelopirfânt;ri^ s^stançe: to Latin America. r 
The possibility qf .j^ntaining..<>r 'i^reasing-the .current level, of i.ndeb,te^^ss 
is hampered by the unstable : external,-econprnic. atmosphere and the negative tr^ nçl,. 
which decreases Repurchasing ppw.er .of esçort?,,and consequently .tiie payment .çap,acity 
in respect of the servicing of the; debt..,-iMçreover., this is. happening at -a time, when 
the flow of external financial r^.sourçes^h^ïbeen. ,abruptly, interrupted, , 
In such circumstances, adjustments of a recessive nature are being made: and -
this fe.eds back, .into the international-.recessive situation. A wise approach would 
be tq make the necessary .adjustments gradually,-Whi^f at the .same timê financing 
part of the short-term balance-of^payments, reqj^FemeiitSj.ân ordér. to achieve two 
objectives: to distribute over time the,bucden^pf^ej^uçjtroept and to take 
advantage;of the. forthcoming reactivation .of-the -world; economy so as to do away 
partly with the need for sych^n,. adjustment as th ete ;rrns, .of \ rade recover and. ... 
international interest rates continue to decline. . Th^- appif,catiai. of such a policy , 
will not be a simple matter, since the international.ç^ficial financing system 
does not have the necessary resources nor is it prepared institutionally to deal 
with widespread .external payments problems. . . .. • r,, ..T 
.. Likewise,,it is essential to support the^ideas ¡¡regarding reactivation of the 
world economy proposed by the Secretary-General. In t h i s regard, it should be 
recognized that, under present circumstances,, the possibilities for reactivating 
the international , economy depend in a decisive, way ,011 the poli pies : applied, by the ; 
developed countries. To contribute to this effort, each developed.iCountry shpuld . 
support its banking system in order to facilitate international^, financing. . . Jn this 
regard, it should be noted that if the current conditions'o^ ...exter^ al...|:rade persist, 
amortization and interest payments; on, the. debt will,aççount f9r.(Qver:i 5(3% of the , 
value of Latin American esçorts in 1,984. ... , . ,,/,, ... . m. 
/In order 
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In order to produce a positive change in international financing trends, 
the following measures must be taken, at least as a minimum: > 
(a) To expand the resources of the international Monetary Fund (IMF), which 
are being exhausted, by means of a substantial increase in quotas. . 
(b) To create institutional machinerythat will allow for an orderly 
refinancing of the external .debt, perhaps as a' jbint effort by IMF and the World 
Bank. The financing of such a mechanism could be provided by the creditor banks 
themselves and any country that wished to do so could resort to it. A fund for 
refinancing interest payments might constitute an important first stage.in this 
regard.. r •:•}.:•::•• 
(c) To ensure greater support of their banking systems', on the part of the 
monetary, authorities of the industrial countries, in order to prevent theirsfrom.-
withdrawing and to ensure a more regular flow of financial resources. A 
Moreover, in order to solve the longer-term problems, a direct contribution.: 
will have to be made to the reactivation of the world economy. A'ntoiig. other things', 
the following measvires would have to be taken: 
.. (a) To consider a new allocation of special drawing rights, in: order t.o:=--:  
prevent a fall in world liquidity and promote special drawing rights as an 
important monetary tool. -
(b) To revise the terms of IMF loans in order expressly to take into account 
the widespread nature of the balance of payments problems of the country, the 
recessive conditions of the world economy and the need for international economic 
reactivation., 
Without prejudice to stressing the financial aspects, in view of the 
dramatic importance they have acquired in recent times, it is important to remember 
that trade can and should play a fundamental role in reactivating the world 
economy and solving financial problems per ,se. : If the possibilities for access of 
Latin American, manufactures to the markets of the developed countries are to be 
improved, there must be a reversal of -the protectionist trends that "have been 
increasingly evident in the developed colin'tries and which are added to the 
unfavourable treatment those countries have "been giving for quite some time to the 
imports that are most important for Latin America. Likewise, it is necessary to 
prevent the dissemination of the principle of graduation which neutralizes the 
policy measures being taken by the Latin American countries. As regards basic 
commodities, the possibilities for improving demand and prices are closely linked 
to reactivation of the international economy. As an immediate measure, a minimum 
requirement of international co-operation would be the maintenance of the 
status quo as regards protectionism, as well as the adoption of measures to improve 
the growth rate and the purchasing power of exports. 
When the problems of international co-operation are considered jointly, it 
is more important than ever to strengthen the unity of action of the Latin American 
countries, particularly at a time when they are struggling for the prompt initiation 
of the global negotiations. Therefore, it is important to take advantage of the 
opportunity provided by the forthcoming session of the United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD VI). 
/Future programme 
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Future programme of work of ÇEGAN (item 4 of the-''agenda) 
. , CEGAN is an extreiiely important Latin AmeM'éain forum for the study of economic 
and social development. During; this period of crisis, it is taost important to 
monitor the progress of the Ëât'in American 'de-vélòpiiient process .as regards the 
Implementation of the International 'De vèlópmehV Strategy - and thè 'Regional Programme 
of ;Àçtipn, In this respect, it^ïs'essentiâï;ito>cstrèâs how abnormal the situation is 
and h^ìé. degree to which it makes ft m^l^ s'siìiie 'to 'solve the most' pressing jproblems 
of Latin American development. It «alrbë 'CÈGi&^à' task to conduct an "appraisal-of 
the IDS prior to thé one to be carried oût by°thé! èenerâl Assembly in 1984". 
The consensus today about the central role of policies for Latin American' 
co-operation and integration in solving'the current; crisis adds to the inportance 
of CEGAN. At'its forthcoming meetings, CËÔAlKshoul'à-eons ider aspects relating to;' 
joint action by tîië region. Méntion be màdê/ for example, of concerns and. of 
jôint\'poliçLés'i&at should be implemented in thé following areas: 
' "' (à) the effect "on Latin America of the structural transformation of the 
centres, particularly in the area of technology; 
(b) the global consequences of policies in the area of new and renewable 
sources of energy; ' '•"' - ••!•.-.•;• . 
(c) the vulnerability and dependency of Latin America on agriculture and 
food; •' '•'• ' 
(d) the supply of capitai goods and sparè parts. 
At the sixteenth session of the Committee of the Whole of ECLA^ held at 
New York on 2 and 3 December 1982, it was agreed that one of the subjects to-be 
dealt with by CEGAN in 1903"-W0iildr ¿|-.'i)^ ullfiony:' CEGAN wòuldthuè become-the 
Latin American Regional PreparatoryfMeeitihg !for':jthe International Population-
Conference, planned;fpi? 19'84 in Mexico. ^ 'étó^^'è^tion'^iequBSitea^thé Secretariat 
that when carrying óut 'tónsvatations^prix^Itò^^'-iiéxt meeting Of CEGAN his ' 
country "be constaited with''-regard .'to the possibility of its serving as host. 
The $écietariat was charged with^  cairyi^ Out thèse-consultations to 
determini.thè location and agènda of'iiië né^ etingis- to be held by CÉGAN in 1983. 
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Annex 
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 
A. Member States' 
ARGENTINA 
Representative 
Enrique de la Torre 
Secretary of the Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
Members of the delegation '--idJj^ i 
Pablo Tettamanti 
Alternate Delegate, Permanent Mission to the United Nations' 
BAHAMAS 
Representative 
Davidson L. Hepburn . 
Permanent Representative to the1 United' Nations' • 
BARBADOS 
Representative 
J.A. Connell ' "'' ; '' " 
Deputy Permanent Representative to the United Nations 
Member of the Delegation 
S.R. Osborne 
First Secretary, Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
BELIZE 
Representative 
Robert Leslie Permanent Representative to the United Nations 
BOLIVIA 
Representative 
Sergio Gottnet Valdes 
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
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BRAZIL 
Representative •'• • 
Piragive dos S intos Tarrago . . 
First Secretar/, Permanent Mission-to the United Nations 
CHILE 
Representativ i 
Alvaro BazSn .. ;.... ,(i . .. . .. 
Counsellor, Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
Member of the Delegation -.-..^ v... :...„. . .... 
HernSn Reitze .,. , , ,.. 
Economic Advisor, Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
COLOMBIA 
Representative 
Carlos Sanz Santa Maria r .''.'.,.... 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent" Representative 
to the United Nations 
Members of the Delegation 
Gustavo Garcia Moreno 
Ambassador and Alternate,,Permanent Representative, to.the United Nations 
Alfredo Carvajal 
Ambassador and Alternate Permanent Representative to the:. United Nati&ns 
Policarpo Arce 
Minister Counsellor, PerMnent-Mission to the United :Nations 
CUBA 
Representative . . . Pedro Morales 
Director for International Economic Agehcies of the State Committee 
on Economic Co-operation 
Member of the Delegation 
Mirtha Barquetti State Committee on Economic Co-operation .• .', :.•: 
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Rfepr e s en tât1ve 
Eftriquilìo A * del Rosario 
Ambassador, Permanent Representative to the United Nations 
ECUADOR 
Representative 
Luis King Vanoni :: -
Technical Director for Planning, CONADE 
EL SALVADOR 
Representative 
Douglas M. Î'iejia-Ramîrez , ; 
Director of the Commercial Office of El Salvador in New York, Ministry for 
Foreign Relations , . ..fr. 
GUATEMALA 
Representative 
Juan C. Delpree 
Ambassador, Alternate Permanent Representative to the United Nations 
JAMAICA . .;• j ••.,:•!•:,-'. 
Maureen Stephenson-Vernon 
First Secretary, Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
MEXICO 
Representative Carmen Moreno de Del Cueto 
Director General for Multilateral Economic Relations 
Member of the Delegation 
Juan Jose Kuerta 
First Secretary, Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
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NICARAGUA -
Representative 
Jorge Canda Morales • 
Ambassador Extraordinary .and Plenipotentiary, Permanent. Representative 
to the United Nations 
Member of the Delegation 
Daisy Moncada 




Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative 
to the United Nations -, . . v . ^  .• . >-. 'p 
Members of the Delegation 
Leonardo Kam 
Ambassador, Alternate Permanent Representative to the United Nations 
Leôn Abadi 
Ambassador, Alternate Permanent Representative to the United Nations 
Ernesto Riera ' A"" " 1 Ambassador, Alternate Permanent Representative to the United Nations 
PARAGUAY 
Representative 
Luis Gonzâlez Arias 
Ambassador, Permanent Representative to the United Nations 
Member of the Delegation 
Oscar Cabello Saruber 
Counsellor, Permanent Mission to the United. Nations 
PERU 
Representative 
Julio Walter Negreiros Chief of the United Nations Department, Ministry for Foreign Relations 
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ST. LUCIA 
Representative 
Donatus Saint Amee 
Minister Counsellor, Alternate Permanent Representative to the United Nations 
SURINAME . . . • « . . 
Representative 
Kriesnadath Nandoe 
Counsellor, Permanent Mission to the"United Nations" 
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO .;.:.''•'T.J? •'•' -
Representative ..'w. ••.• . 
Leonore S. Dorset, •.'.-•'••<;•, .....,• 
Deputy Permanent Representative to the United Nations 
Member of the Delegation" . — 
Francis A. McBarnette 
Second Secretary of the Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
URUGUAY 
Representative 
Juan Carlos Blanco 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative 
to the United Nations 
Members of the Delegation 
Ignacio. Barreiro 
First Secretary of the Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
Gustavo Pulleiro 




Manuel PSrez Guerrero 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative 
to the United Nations 
Member of the Delegation 
Carlos L. Pozzo-Bracho 
Third Secretary of the Permanent Mission to the United Nations 
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B. Associated States 
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 
Representative -,,..... 
Lucita C.G. Moenir Alam . ' 
Director of the International Agencies Division, Office for Foreign Relations 
C, United Nations Secretariat 
DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION . 
Carmen Korn, Deputy Director, Americas Branch 
D. United Nations Agencies 
UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME - ' 
Clyde C. Applewhite, Deputy Directory Division for Regional Programmés • 
E. Intergovernmental agencies Si. 
SELA , • :: .. ..; . •; : , • ...... . ; . . 
Victor Hugo Calahorrano, Chief, Technical Co-operation Projects 
